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“Compressed”

Subdued MET, hence hard to resolve signalLSP

produceables

other 
superpartners

The task is obvious —
  (a) Study unique kinematic features of these spectra,
  (b) build dedicated strategy to smoke out these features,
 [(c) worry about trigger, pileup, …]

Monojet searches do this, but too bluntly;
  sensitivity not fantastic.



Compressed stop: monojets



Ditto, with dedicated cuts

1506.00653, 
H. An & L.T. Wang
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Bino relatively safe from direct detection limits

    Production



[Cosmological motivation]

Bino self-annihilates inefficiently,
but gluino annihilation dilutes relic
density.

Exact calculation — Sommerfeld, bound states, …
(J Ellis, et al: 1503.07142)

Here, collider focus. Therefore,                            .
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Harigaya, et al: 1403.0715
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Status: Theory
1603.04854; Pran Nath, Andrew Spisak

Discoverable with 3 ab-1 @ Run II

Bino

Used experimentalists’ variables:



Status: Theory
JHEP12 (2015) 129; G. Chalons, D. Sengupta

ATLAS multijet
ATLAS monojet

Recast

Recall, limit is 600 GeV
for

Reach @ Run II

�M = 10 GeV
Discovery: m(gluino) 1.45 TeV
Exclusion: m(gluino) 1.55 TeV
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Parton level

e�0

e�0

Must try not to lose all this 
information when you hadronize.

qbar/gq/g

Produced at near rest



Hadron level
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Monojet search takes advantage of this.



Hadron level, showered
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Kinematic features
Parton level Hadron level

(a) At least two pairs of honest jets 
       bounded in invariant mass

(b) Honest jets softer than ISR

(d) Honest jets outnumber ISR jets

(e) Binos slow (because gluinos are)

(c) Honest jets and binos recoil vs ISR
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Common boost factor =>

=>

 1307.1553, Hagiwara & Yamada 
1506.00653, H. An & L.T. Wang }compressed  

stops

(e) Binos slow (because gluinos are)



Tagging, vetoes
(b) Honest jets softer than ISR

 —> use as a (crude) tag for ISR

This choice motivated by cuts

“Jet” = default anti-kT of PGS4 (distance param. = 0.5) 

Veto  
leptons, photons,  
hadronically decaying taus, 
b-tagged jets 



Trigger

[Mined from ATLAS graveyard 
(not listed on InspireHEP)]

8 TeV 13 TeV

Dear searchers, 
Kindly cite triggerers. 
Yours, 
Theorizers.

 ATL-DAQ-PUB-2012-002

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/ 
CMSPublic/L1TriggerDPGResults



Trigger
8 TeV 13 TeV

used in searches;  
unfriendly to compressed region as MET there is subdued.
Without changing the analysis, experiments can probably  
set better limits by engaging the full trigger range.



Trigger
8 TeV 13 TeV

Convolve with MET distributions:

We find this to diminish  
significance by ~10%



Backgrounds

“Lost” leptons:
- Failed isolation, reconstruction, acceptance
- Hadronically decaying taus

High rates (millibarn cross-section), un-Monte Carlo-able.

jjjjZ ! jjjj⌫⌫̄

tt̄ ! bbWW ! bbjj⌫`
jbt ! jbbW ! jbb⌫`

jjjjW ! jjjj⌫`

Irreducible 

QCD multijets: jets mismeasured

and other single top production modes



QCD background
High rates (millibarn cross-section), un-Monte Carlo-able.

Here, 

We look at what happens for different basic MET cuts —

Cut cleverly and hope you have slain it. 
E.g., in J Kumar, et al (1109.6014) @ 7 TeV: 

Basic cut on jets: pT > 40 GeV

We do something similar
We don’t



Cut flow

8 TeV collider, 
1 TeV gluino.



Cut flow

At least two pairs of honest jets 
bound in invariant massIf n = 4, satisfy:

=>, so 

8 TeV collider, 
1 TeV gluino.



Cut flow

Satisfy: Honest jets and binos recoil vs ISR

8 TeV collider, 
1 TeV gluino.



Cut flow

Account for:

Honest jets outnumber ISR jets

8 TeV collider, 
1 TeV gluino.



Cut flow

Account for:

Honest jets outnumber ISR jets

Honest jets and binos recoil vs ISR0.9 - 2

8 TeV collider, 
1 TeV gluino.



Cut flow

Account for:

Honest jets outnumber ISR jets

Honest jets and binos recoil vs ISR0.9 - 2

8 TeV collider, 
1 TeV gluino.

Strongest discriminant



Limits

Bands: BG floated up and down by 2, due to uncertainty from 
matching, choice of factorization scale, etc.



Limits

Bands: BG floated up and down by 2, due to uncertainty from 
matching, choice of factorization scale, etc.

Recall: current 8 TeV bound is m(gluino) < 600 GeV.



Prospects: Monojets
Matt Low, L. T. Wang:1404.0682



Prospects

Recall: best 13 TeV bound is m(gluino) < 950 GeV.



End Remarks

Idea can be generalized to
    squarks, 
    non-SUSY scenarios: color triplet/octet scalar/fermion,
    Dirac masses, …

Every compressed scenario may need a custom-built strategy

Backgrounds like QCD multijets best removed by 
experimenters
   
Trigger information made accessible will be helpful for 
theorists to perform realistic analysis



Thanks for your attention!

Need new techniques to squeeze SUSY out if and as we run out of it



Backup: 
Compressed Stop Hounds

* Spin correlations [m(stop) ~ m(top)] — 9406411, 
0205023, 1205.5808 

* VBF tagging — 1312.1348 

* Stoponium [lifetime(stop) = long] — 9310209, 
0801.0237



Backup: Cut efficiencies

Cut III is the real deal.

8 TeV, m(gluino) = 1 TeV



Backup: Trigger Menu



Backup: CMS Projections

1307.7135


